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Abstract. In this article, a system of amyloid fibrils, based on the protein β-lactoglobulin, is studied by
transient electric birefringence. Single pulses of an electric field were applied to the solution, and the initial
rise and subsequent decay of birefringence analysed. The decay takes place on a range of relaxation times,
and therefore contains information about the length distribution of fibrils in the system. The information
can be extracted using theories of the electric polarisability of polyelectrolyte rods, since the fibrils are an
example of these. Despite the long-standing complications of such theories, useful quantitative information
about the system can still be obtained. Using the Fixman model of polyelectrolyte polarisability, we obtain
a measurement of the short end of the length distribution which shows the fibril concentration as a function
of length rising linearly from 0.02–2µm. The short end of the length distribution was unobtainable in our
previous study using rheo-optics (Rogers S. S. et al., Macromolecules 38, 2948 (2005), Iss. 8), but reasonable
agreement between the two techniques shows they are complementary.
PACS. 82.35.Pq Biopolymers, biopolymerization – 82.35.Rs Polyelectrolytes – 83.85.Ns Data analysis –
87.14.Ee Proteins – 87.15.Nn Properties of solutions; aggregation and crystallization of macromolecules –
87.15.Vv Diffusion
1 Introduction1
Various proteins are known to misfold and aggregate in2
mildly denaturing conditions, into rod-like structures known3
as amyloid fibrils. Some of these systems are interesting4
medically, being associated with various degenerative dis-5
eases [1–4]. Others may find useful application in food or6
biomaterials [5,6]. The structures involved are also inter-7
esting from the more fundamental viewpoint of protein8
physical chemistry [7]. Thus, considerable work has been9
dedicated to these systems over recent years, and aspects10
of their structure and formation have been studied by a11
range of techniques [8,9].12
One characteristic of these systems, about which rela-13
tively little is known, is their length distribution. Knowl-14
edge of this would provide a means to test the various can-15
didate models of fibril assembly kinetics, which otherwise16
remain largely qualitative and speculative [10]. Moreover,17
it would provide significant information on the potential18
utility of these fibrils in a biomaterial or food gel, since the19
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mechanical properties would crucially depend on length, 20
just as for traditional polymer systems [11]. 21
Techniques for measuring particle sizes or lengths are 22
similarly important in the study of other systems of par- 23
ticles in solution. Electro-optics has been applied for this 24
purpose before [12,13] since its utility in measuring relax- 25
ation of many systems is well established. It has previously 26
been applied to systems of rod-like particles in aqueous 27
solution such as: DNA fragments [14], filamentous viruses 28
[12,15], and rod-like colloids of latex [16], gold [17] and 29
clay [18]. For a monodisperse fibril system, only a theory 30
linking rotational diffusion to length is required to extract 31
a length from the relaxation of birefringence or dichro- 32
ism. However, new and unresolved complications arise in 33
studying a polydisperse fibril system with electro-optics, 34
which we address in this article. Importantly, a theory of 35
electric polarisability as a function of length is required 36
for a detailed quantitative analysis. 37
In our previous article [19], we studied the length dis- 38
tribution of amyloid fibrils based on bovine β-lactoglobulin 39
(β-lg), by applying rheo-optics: using a macroscopic opti- 40
cal measurement of the solution under flow as a probe of 41
its microscopic dynamics. In the present article, we present 42
complementary results and analysis on an identically pre- 43
pared system, but using electric rather than flow fields 44
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to align the fibrils. β-lg solutions form amyloid fibrils un-45
der prolonged heating at low pH and low ionic strength46
[20,21]. These fibrils are polydisperse in length (with an47
average length of the order of 1µm) and monodisperse48
in cross-section, with a width of about 4nm [20,22]. The49
persistence length, is approximately 1.6µm — of the same50
order of magnitude as the length [23]. At conditions of51
pH2, 5mg/ml concentration, no added salt and heating at52
80◦C, transparent solutions of fibrils are produced without53
macroscopic aggregates [23,24]. The fibrils show a twisted54
strand structure, one or two protein monomers across in55
cross-section [22,24]. The line density of molecules in the56
fibril (i.e. molecules per unit length) is 0.28nm−1 accord-57
ing to neutron scattering measurements [24].58
Far from the isoelectric point, β-lg fibrils, like many59
other biopolymers, have a high electric polarisability. This60
is understood to be due to the counterion cloud which61
surrounds each fibril and moves in response to an electric62
field. With an ionic charge of around +21 per molecule at63
pH2 [24,25], and hundreds or thousands of molecules per64
fibril, β-lg gives a good example of this effect. Describing65
the polarisability of these ‘polyelectrolyte’ rods is a fun-66
damental but formidably difficult problem, and has been67
studied theoretically [26–32], and experimentally [14,31,68
33,34] over the past 45 years.69
In this article, we apply two different theories of the po-70
larisability of rod-like polyelectrolytes, the sophisticated71
theory of Fixman [29] and the more archaic theory of72
Mandel-Manning [28], to our measurements. These the-73
ories are well known, but also attractive because of their74
lack of arbitrary parameters. From each, a very different75
length distribution is extracted from the measurements,76
but only the outcome of the Fixman theory is consistent77
with previous results. Using this theory, some useful and78
quantitative information is extracted about the short end79
of the fibril length distribution, which was inaccessible us-80
ing rheo-optics [19].81
2 Experimental Section82
2.1 β-lg fibril preparation83
All experiments were performed on bovine β-lg obtained84
from Sigma (L-0130-5G, batch 033K7003, a mixture of85
genetic variants A and B). The protein was dissolved in86
dilute hydrochloric acid at pH2, and extensively dialysed87
with the same pH2 hydrochloric acid to remove traces of88
calcium ions and obtain a solution with the same ionic89
strength as the solvent. The solution was centrifuged at90
22600g for 30 min and filtered through a 0.45µm filter to91
remove aggregates and undissolved protein. A UV spec-92
trophotometer was used to measure the concentration of93
this stock solution, using a calibration curve from known94
β-lg concentrations, determined at a wavelength of 278nm.95
The stock solution was used to make a 15ml sample which96
was made up to 5mg/ml concentration, in pH2 HCl with97
no added salt. It was heated in a glass vessel for 24 hrs at98
80◦C using a water bath, during which it was stirred con-99
stantly with a magnetic stirrer. Sodium azide (200ppm)100
was added to the resulting fibril solution to prohibit mi- 101
crobial growth, and the solution refrigerated at 4◦C before 102
measurements were made. This preparation is identical to 103
that used previously for the rheo-optics study [19]. 104
2.2 Electro-optical experiments 105
Transient electric birefringence experiments were performed 106
with a conventional setup [18] as follows: light from an 107
8mW helium-neon laser (632.8nm wavelength) travels through108
a high-quality Glen Thompson polariser. This polariser is 109
oriented in such a way that linearly polarised light is ob- 110
tained with its axis of polarisation at π/4 with respect 111
to the electric field, while its axis of propagation is per- 112
pendicular to the field. After passing through a cell con- 113
taining the solution, the beam travels first through a po- 114
lariser (analyser) before its intensity is converted to a volt- 115
age by a photomultiplier tube. The presence of a quarter- 116
wave device increases the sensitivity and makes it possible 117
to distinguish the sign of the birefringence. The voltage 118
of this tube and the voltage applied on the solution are 119
measured simultaneously by a digital oscilloscope (LeCroy 120
9450). The voltage of the tube is calibrated to obtain the 121
birefringence signal ∆n(t). The solution is contained in 122
a quartz cuvette with two parallel, rectangular platinum 123
electrodes. The electrodes are held apart at a fixed dis- 124
tance of 1.89mm. The optical path length is 49.05mm, 125
the length of the electrodes. The temperature is kept con- 126
stant at 21◦C by circulating water from a thermostated 127
bath through a jacket which holds the cell. The voltage to 128
be applied across the electrodes is supplied by a function 129
generator (WaveTek 29) in combination with a high-speed 130
power amplifier (NF Electronic Instruments 4020, Band- 131
width 500KHz, max 250V) or a very high speed pulse 132
generator (Cober Model 606, rise/fall time < 100ns, max 133
2500V). In this way, single pulses of variable voltage and 134
time were generated. The response time of this setup is 135
better than 1µs. Computer control of the function gen- 136
erator and oscilloscope allows pulses to be repeated and 137
averaged, leaving a lag time for the system to relax be- 138
tween pulses. This lag time is judged to be long enough 139
when the optical response to successive pulses stays the 140
same, within the noise of measurement. 141
The fibril solution, as prepared above, was diluted 20– 142
200 times in distilled water or low concentration HCl be- 143
fore electro-optical measurements were made. This was 144
necessary to reduce the ionic conductivity and relaxation 145
time of the system, thereby allowing shorter duration pulses 146
of higher fields to be used, while avoiding the effects of 147
heating and electrode reactions. It was not possible to 148
reach steady birefringence, even with these dilutions un- 149
der weak fields. Applying longer duration pulses resulted 150
in a noticeable artifact due to sample heating, before any 151
steady state could be reached. (This artifact consists of 152
a negative contribution to the birefringence, due to the 153
density change caused by uneven heating — an analogous 154
effect to an atmospheric mirage.) Therefore, we measured 155
the opposite extreme: short pulses of the field, during 156
which the birefringence was still very far from the steady 157
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Fig. 1. Birefringence response (a) from 20ms pulses across the
fibril solution, at ν = 50, with various field strengths. These
are divided by E2 in (b), showing the scaling of the initial rise
gradient.
state. This is an apparently novel development of the tran-158
sient electric birefringence technique.159
3 Results160
Fig. 1a shows measurements of the birefringence response161
from pulses of field E = 48–95kVm−1 for duration ∆t =162
20ms, on a sample of the prepared fibril solution diluted163
50 times in water (dilution ν = 50). This dilution takes it164
to a pH of 3.7. Sixteen consecutive pulses were averaged165
to give each signal, with a delay of 45s between pulses166
to allow the system to equilibrate. It was found that the167
system did not degrade under any of the combinations of168
E and ∆t present in this article, since within the noise of169
measurement, the response did not change after successive170
pulses. The graph shows an increase in birefringence with171
time during the pulse, this increase being nearly linear at172
early times, and followed by a slow decay. The standard173
interpretation of this signal, in terms of initial orientation174
of the fibrils followed by subsequent orientational decay,175
is due to Benoˆıt [35,36] and O’Konski & Zimm [37], and176
is detailed in Appendix A.177
It is clear from this graph that the diffusion of the sys-178
tem is far too slow to allow us to reach a steady state179
of birefringence for pulses of this duration, even at this180
dilution. However, averaging the signals from consecutive181
pulses, as we have done, reduces the noise sufficiently so182
that the initial gradient of birefringence increase at the183
start of the pulse can be determined and analysed. As184
detailed in Appendix A, this ‘rise gradient’, ∆n˙init, de-185
pends on the polarisability ∆α, length concentration cL186
and rotational diffusivity Dr of the fibrils, each as a func-187
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Fig. 2. Dependence of the initial birefringence rise gradient
∆n˙init, on field, for the solution at ν = 50, showing the depen-
dence ∆n˙init ∝ E
2.
tion of fibril length, as well as the field strength E. (Note 188
cL is the number of fibrils, per unit volume, times their 189
length.) We therefore begin by examining the dependence 190
of ∆n˙init on E and ν to check the applicability of Benoˆıt’s 191








where kB is Boltzman’s constant, T is the absolute tem- 193
perature, and M , the optical anisotropy per unit length 194
concentration, is 1.74× 10−20m2 (determined in our pre- 195
vious study, Ref. [19]). It must be stressed that this value 196
of M , which depends on a measurement of the total con- 197
version of β-lg monomers to fibrils, is of questionable ac- 198
curacy [19]. However, by using the same value of M as in 199
our previous study, our results for the length distribution 200
(which are proportional to 1/M) should still be mutually 201
consistent, even if they deviate from the absolute value 202
by some factor. Note that in Eq. 1, the initial rise of bire- 203
fringence is independent of any permanent dipole moment 204
which the fibrils might have. This is explained in Appendix 205
A. 206
Fig. 2 shows the dependence of the initial rise on the 207
field strength, again in a sample of ν = 50, diluted in 208
water. Voltages of up to 1000V were applied across the 209
electrodes. ∆n˙init is proportional to E
2 in the full range 210
of field strengths, as predicted by Eq. 1, which is analogous 211
to the Kerr law [33]. (Likewise, in Fig. 1b, the measure- 212
ments of Fig. 1a are divided by E2, which scales them 213
onto a single straight line at early times, after which they 214
deviate.) 215
Next we investigated the dependence of the initial rise 216
on concentration (1/ν), as shown in Fig. 3, where for each 217
ν in the range 20–200, the prepared solution was diluted 218
by a factor of ν in water or dilute hydrochloric acid so that 219
the final concentration of HCl was made up to 0.5mM. 220
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Fig. 3. Dependence of the rise gradient ∆n˙init, on concen-
tration, for the solution diluted in the range 20 ≤ ν ≤ 200.
∆n˙init/E
2
∝ 1/ν, indicative of the dilute diffusion regime.
This was done so that the ionic conditions would be con-221
stant at all concentrations, thus keeping polarisability con-222
stant for each fibril. Within the noise of measurement, a223
linear dependence of ∆n˙init/E
2 on 1/ν is maintained over224
the full range of concentration. Since the fibrils are un-225
damaged by dilution, as found previously [19], the length226
concentration cL of the system scales with dilution as:227
cL → cL/ν . (2)
Because of this scaling, Eq. 1 predicts that ∆n˙init has at228
least a linear dependence on 1/ν, due to the cL factor, as229
well as any implicit dependence on Dr. Such an implicit230
dependence will occur if Dr varies with concentration due231
to entanglement effects. In Fig. 3 we observe only a linear232
dependence, and therefore conclude that Dr is constant233
with respect to concentration. This point will be discussed234
in Section 4.1.235
Benoˆit’s model gives us a standpoint with which to236
study the length distribution, at least at its short end, as237
we will discuss. After the pulse, the birefringence decays238
on a spectrum of relaxation times, since the diffusion of239
long rods is slower than that of short rods. The resulting240
decay curve can be analysed to extract the length distribu-241
tion of the fibrils, within limitations set by measurement242
noise and the assumptions necessary in describing their243
behaviour (Section 4). Birefringence decays are shown in244
Fig. 4a for the sample diluted to ν = 50 and ν = 100 in245
water, with the HCl concentration of the latter made up246
to 0.2mM so that the ionic conditions would match the247
former, and only the fibril concentration would vary be-248
tween them. Pulses of E = 423kVm−1 (800V across the249
electrodes) and∆t = 240µs were applied. We chose a large250
field so that the pulse duration could be made as small as251
possible, to ensure that the alignment during the pulse re-252
mains far from a steady state for as wide a range of lengths253
as possible in the system (see Appendix A). Making the254
Fig. 4. Birefringence decays (a) from 240µs pulses of E =
423kVm−1, at ν = 50 and ν = 100, both at [HCl]=0.2mM.
Measurements at different sampling rates have been overlaid.
In (b) the curves are scaled by concentration, showing good
agreement and complementing the concentration dependence
of Fig. 3.
pulse short has the effect of reducing, as much as possible, 255
the effect of any permanent dipole moment which the fib- 256
rils might have, thus simplifying our analysis in the next 257
section. 258
In Fig. 4a, each line comprises three collected at differ- 259
ent sampling rates, each the mean of 32 consecutive mea- 260
surements, with delays of 60s between pulses. In Fig. 4b, 261
these decays are scaled by concentration. A remarkably 262
good superposition is seen, in agreement with the con- 263
centration dependence we observed in Fig. 3, except for 264
a slight deviation at the long-time end of the decays, on 265
which we comment in the following section. 266
The two scaled decays of Fig. 4b are averaged into 267
a master decay, and resampled onto 100 logarithmically 268
sampled points of time. Logarithmic resampling is most 269
appropriate since it can adequately describe the decay, 270
which takes place across 6 orders of magnitude of time. 271
Next, we take a discrete inverse Laplace transform of this 272
master decay (Fig. 5), to obtain the spectrum of decay 273
times present in the system’s response, corresponding to 274
a range of fibril lengths. 8 discrete components of the bire- 275
fringence Gj (where j = 1, 2...8), are taken, sampled log- 276
arithmically with decay time τ . After taking an initial 277
estimate, {Gj} is adjusted until the decay curve calcu- 278
lated from it converges with the measured decay curve (see 279
Appendix B). This kind of fitting procedure can produce 280
ambiguous results, so we must check how robust it is. By 281
varying our initial estimate, we check whether the same 282
distribution {Gj} is obtained. As seen in Fig. 5, a smooth 283
distribution of {Gj} is obtained with fairly low variation 284
between the fits from different initial estimates, showing 285
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Fig. 5. Discrete inverse Laplace transform of the mean of the
decays in Fig. 4. Discrete components of the birefringence Gj
are taken, logarithmically sampled in decay time, τ . The com-
ponents are adjusted from initial estimates in both directions
of τ (labelled -2, -1, 0 1, 2) to provide an estimate of fitting
error due to noise (see Appendix B).
that the fit is robust. The mean and maximum deviation286
of each Gj in these fits are used to give an estimate of287
the ambiguity of fitting due to noise. The maximum de-288
viations are used in all following figures to plot error bars289
due to noise.290
4 Data Analysis291
4.1 Measured birefringence as a function of length292
In the previous section, we found that the initial rise gra-293
dient of birefringence had a linear dependence on 1/ν,294
which shows Dr is constant with respect to concentra-295
tion. This result is, at first, surprising. In our previous296
study on the rheo-optics of an identically prepared sys-297
tem [19], we found that the diffusivity of the fibrils was298
proportional to ν2, in the way predicted by Doi and Ed-299
wards [38] for rods which overlap and hinder each other’s300
motion (the semidilute regime). By contrast, we find here301
that the diffusivity is independent of concentration, for302
the same system. The only simple explanation for this is303
that under the electric field, we are preferentially orient-304
ing and observing the short end of the length distribution:305










For this system L∗ = 52nm×√ν as determined previously308
[19]. In the case of ν = 50, L∗ = 0.37µm. We therefore 309
argue that the birefringence response to the electric field 310
is dominated by fibrils below this length, and therefore 311
in the dilute diffusion regime [39]. The consistency of this 312
picture will be verified below, and explained in terms of 313
diffusivity and polarisability. 314
Fibril lengths corresponding to the different decay times 315
in Fig. 5 may be calculated using the well known diffusiv- 316





This diffusivity was originally calculated by Kirkwood et 318
al. [40,41], developed by Broersma [42] and Tirado & Gar- 319
cia de la Torre [43] for end effects, reviewed by Tracy & 320
Pecora [39] and experimentally verified for many systems 321
of stiff polymers in dilute solution, (see e.g. Ref. [14].) The 322
relation has a slight dependence on diameter d, which we 323
take as 4nm [22]. Using Eq. 4, the discrete contributions to 324
the birefringence decay, {Gj} can be recalculated into the 325
form of a continuous distribution g, according to Eq. 24 326
(Appendix B). Fig. 6 shows the result. This distribution 327
of contributions to the decay g, is a weighted version of 328
the length distribution cL(L): 329
g = cLS(L,∆t) , (5)
where S(L,∆t) is the alignment parameter for fibrils of 330
length L at the end of the electric field pulse. We must 331
calculate S(L,∆t) in order to find cL. As can be seen in 332
Fig. 6, the peak of the weighted distribution g is below 333
the entanglement length L∗ = 0.37µm calculated above, 334
and confirms that our earlier hypothesis is consistent: that 335
the electric field is preferentially aligning the short end 336
of the length distribution within the dilute regime. At 337
lengths somewhat higher than L∗, we expect the diffu- 338
sivity to rapidly decrease with length, as the rods enter 339
the semidilute regime and become entangled. Hence the 340
alignment during the pulse, S(L,∆t) would also decrease 341
rapidly, since it is approximately proportional to Dr (see 342
Appendix A). It is likely that the slight discrepancy at the 343
long-time end of the superposed decay curves in Fig. 4b, 344
as noted above, is caused by the slight alignment of fibrils 345
at the ‘edge’ of entanglement. Pecora et al. [44,45] found 346
the onset of entanglement to occur at about 4L∗. 347
This idea may be compared with our measurements. 348
Fig. 6 has an upper cut-off at L = 1.9µm, which has come 349
about because no components of relaxation time greater 350
than 0.55s were required to fit the decay curve in Fig. 5. In 351
other words, no alignment of fibrils of length much greater 352
than 1.9µmwas detected within the noise of measurement, 353
and the distribution of contributions to the decay (Fig. 6) 354
drops abruptly to zero, somewhere between L = 1.9µm 355
and L = 3.5µm where the next exponentially sampled 356
point was due. Since previous results have shown the cL 357
is still far from zero in this range, this is likely to be due 358
to the onset of semidilute behaviour. In terms of entan- 359
glement length, 1.9µm–3.5µm is the range 5.2L∗–9.5L∗, 360
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Fig. 6. Plot of g, the distribution of contributions to the mas-
ter decay curve, as a function of L, where Eq. 4 has been used
to relate decay times with L.
which agrees approximately with the results of Pecora et 361
al.362
4.2 Polarisability of polyelectrolyte rods363
An important piece of information necessary to calculate364
S(L,∆t) is∆α, the electric polarisability anisotropy of the365
fibril, which we model as a polyelectrolyte rod. This has366
been studied theoretically by a range of authors, (recent367
reviews in Refs. [31,32]) yet it remains a formidable theo-368
retical problem. Early studies considered only the contri-369
bution of ‘bound’ counterions, which remain close to the370
surface of the polyelectrolyte rod because of electrostatic371
attraction, but are free to move along the length of the372
rod. This freedom of movement leads to a polarisability373
which is large for such systems and thought to be the ma-374
jor contribution to ∆α. Mandel provided the prototypical375
model [26], which was successively developed by Oosawa376




[1− (2|z|Qb−1 − 1)lnκb]−1 , (6)
where z is the counterion valency, e is the electronic charge,378
b is the mean spacing of charges on the polyion, Q =379
e2/4πǫǫ0kBT is the Bjerrum length, κ






I is the molar ionic strength (of small ions), NA is Avo-382
gadro’s number, φ is the fraction of counterions bound383
to the polyion as calculated by Manning’s condensation384
theory [28]: 385
φ = 1− b
Q
, (8)
and the relative permittivity of water, ǫ = 80.1. Man- 386
ning’s theory, like all the related theories, predicts ∆α to 387
be proportional to L3. 388
Fixman [29] took a more sophisticated approach to the 389
problem, considering also the electric field of the counter- 390
and co-ions and their flux through the double layer sur- 391
rounding the cylindrical polyion, which were ignored by 392
the previous theories. The main qualitative change from 393
the earlier theories is that the flux of ions leads to a screen- 394
ing of the induced dipole at longer rod lengths. Thus, 395
∆α(Fixman) has an L3 dependence at small L which grad- 396










where z1 and z2 are the valencies of the counter- and co- 399





c1 is the bulk concentration of counterions and K is a 401
numerical factor given by: 402
K = (2ln(2L/d)− 14/3)−1 . (11)
The fraction of bound counterions, φ, is given by the 403
Manning condensation theory as above. Several authors 404
[31,30,46] consider the Fixman theory to be the most 405
useful model of rod-like polyelectrolyte electric polarisa- 406
tion. Other models have been published, based on simi- 407
lar physics and reaching similar results, and applying to 408
particles with various geometries. Most are discussed in 409
Ref. [31] or stem from work reviewed therein. 410
The Manning and Fixman theories have been com- 411
pared with experimental results for DNA fragments by 412
Elias & Eden [14], and polystyrene-sulphonate chains by 413
Tricot & Houssier [34], each using various lengths. The 414
two studies confirm an L3 dependence of polarisability at 415
small L, which decreases to an approximately linear de- 416
pendence at large L, although the data at large L was lim- 417
ited. The absolute values predicted by both theories were 418
found to give useful, though not accurate, values approx- 419
imately within a factor of 2 of the experimental results. 420
In Fixman’s derivation, it was assumed that the di- 421
ameter of the polyion is large compared to the double 422
layer of counterions around it. In our case, at I = 0.4mM, 423
κ−1 = 15nm compared to d = 4nm. This value of κ−1 is 424
similar to those of both of the experimental studies men- 425
tioned above, but here d is larger by a factor of about 2 426
(compared to DNA and polystyrene-sulphonate). There- 427
fore, while the assumption may be regarded as crude for 428
our system, it is in fact similar or at least as good as in 429
the previous studies. 430
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I 0.4mM
b 1/(7.9 × 0.28nm−1) = 0.45nm
κ−1 15nm
φ 0.35
Table 1. Electrostatic parameters for the fibril solution at
ν = 50
When diluted to ν = 50 in water, the pH of our pre- 431
pared fibril solution becomes 3.7. In order to calculate b, 432
we need a value of the net charge per monomer, for which433
we take +7.9±0.5 at pH3.7 1. ∆α is rather sensitive to434
the charge according to both theories, so it is appropriate435
to take this measured value rather than the commonly436
used ‘ideal’ value, which equals the sum of charges of each437
isolated residue as a function of pH [47]. (For β-lg, the438
‘ideal’ charge is +15.9 at pH3.7.) We have calculated the439
relevant parameters for both theories, for our system at440
pH3.7. The results are shown in Table 1.441
4.3 Extracting the length distribution442
Using the polarisability of the Fixman and Manning theo-443
ries, S(L,∆t) is calculated numerically according to Benoˆıt’s444
model (Appendix A). One additional parameter must be445
considered, and this is the permanent electric dipole mo-446
ment of the fibril µ, as yet unknown. Since the fibril has447
a net charge, formally we should describe this moment448
as the first moment of the charge distribution around the449
rotational centre of drag [48]. However, because it is com-450
monly referred to as the dipole moment, and is more easily451
referred to and visualised as such, we will also refer to it452
as the dipole moment. For µ, we will model a linear de-453
pendence on the fibril length:454
µ = µ′L . (12)
where µ′ is then the dipole moment per unit length. This455
is a reasonable approach because the fibril is a chain of456
monomers, and therefore the charge distribution of the457
whole fibril is the sum of the charge distributions of the458
monomers. If there is any order in the arrangement of459
monomers in the fibril, we would expect a dipole moment460
of this form. (If there is no order in the arrangement of461
monomers, we would expect a dipole moment of zero.) µ′462
is then the only free parameter in the calculation — the463
others are controlled directly, or modelled by the theories464
of polarisability and diffusion.465
We can see how this uncertainty in µ′ affects the length466
distribution by calculating S(L,∆t) with various values of467
µ′. The results are shown in Fig. 7 according to the Fix-468
man theory. A realistic estimate for the upper limit to µ′469
is the ratio between the monomer’s dipole moment and470
its diameter, so that the dipole moment of the fibril is471
1 The ionisation of β-lg as a function of pH was measured by
titration in Ref. [25], and is quoted as the charge per 40kDa,
the approximate mass of a dimer. We have recalculated the
charge according to the monomer mass of 18.6kDa.
the sum of the moments of its monomers oriented ‘head-472
to-tail’. The dipole moment of the β-lg molecule has been473
studied by dielectric measurements [49], yielding a value of 474
730D, which compares well with a calculation of the dipole 475
moment of 625D according to the X-ray crystal structure 476
[50]. (In S.I. units, 1D = 3.3×10−30Cm). Taking the ra- 477
dius of gyration as 1.7nm [50] allows us to estimate that µ′ 478
lies in the range 0–7×10−19C. In the corresponding calcu- 479
lations of cL (Fig. 7), it can be seen that this range causes 480
an ambiguity which is significant below about L = 0.5µm, 481
but negligible for larger lengths, i.e. lengths corresponding 482
to relaxation times longer than ∆t. We see therefore, that 483
making ∆t as small as possible, as we have done, reduces 484
the permanent dipole moment from being an important 485
parameter to being a modest source of quantifiable error. 486
We will investigate the permanent dipole moment in more 487
detail in a forthcoming article. 488
In Fig. 8, the predictions of cL using the Fixman and 489
Mandel-Manning theories are compared, with error bars 490
due to fitting error and uncertainty in µ′. 491
Using the Fixman theory, cL increases steadily with L 492
in the range 0.02–1.9µm. By contrast, the Manning the- 493
ory predicts a peak at around L = 200nm, and steadily 494
decreasing cL thereafter. This large qualitative difference 495
between them is due to the significant disagreement be- 496
tween the theories at L > 1/γ, i.e. L > 34nm in our 497
system. The alignment S(L,∆t), is approximately pro- 498
portional to Dr∆α in Benoˆit’s model (see Appendix A). 499
Therefore S(L,∆t) ∝ L−2 according to the Fixman the- 500
ory, which predicts ∆α ∝ L in this range, but S(L,∆t) is 501
constant according to the Manning theory, which predicts 502
∆α ∝ L3. Comparing the two predictions with our pre- 503
vious results on the system, using rheo-optics and TEM, 504
which show a peak at around 5µm [19], it can be seen that 505
only the one using Fixman’s theory is consistent with the 506
previous results. In terms of absolute value, the cL accord- 507
ing to Fixman is approximately twice the previous results, 508
while according to Manning, it is a factor of 10 too small. 509
In Fig. 9, the length distribution according to the Fix- 510
man theory is divided by 2.5 to match it with the length 511
distribution according to rheo-optics/TEM. The gradients 512
match very well. 513
5 Discussion 514
Our method has predicted cL for L below 1.9µm. Us- 515
ing Fixman’s polarisability model, cL compares favourably 516
with previous results [19] except for a difference in abso- 517
lute value — a factor of 2.5. If we are to consider the abso- 518
lute value of the previous results to be correct, this means 519
that Fixman’s ∆α has the correct dependence on L, but 520
is too small by a factor of about 2.5. Other experimental 521
studies of Fixman’s theory [14,34] also came to this con- 522
clusion, and it is possible that the difference is due to the 523
contribution of free counterions to the polarisability [34]. 524
Alternatively it may be due to the crudeness of our thin 525
double layer approximation, in common with these other 526
studies. It is also worth noting that the absolute value is 527
proportional to the fraction of bound counterions φ, which 528
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Fig. 7. Length distributions of fibrils in the sample, calculated
using the Fixman model of polarisability for various values of
the permanent dipole moment per unit length µ′.


















Fig. 8. Length distributions of fibrils in the sample, calcu-
lated using the Fixman and Mandel-Manning models of polar-
isability. The distributions differ considerably: only the Fixman
model leads to a result complementary to previous results [19].
depends sensitively on the charge of the monomer and the 529
line density. 530
The present result complements those of the rheo-optical531
method on the same system [19] and shows that the Fix-532
man theory describes the polarisation of the system bet-533
ter than the archaic Mandel-Manning theory. In previous534
studies on other systems mentioned above [14,34], mea-535
surements of polarisability as a function of L showed a536
transition from a cubic to an approximately linear depen-537
dence on L, which is only predicted by the Fixman theory.538
Therefore, it may generally be the case that the Fixman539


















Fig. 9. Length distribution of fibrils in the sample according
to the present electro-optical method using the Fixman the-
ory compared with the previous rheo-optical method [19]. The
former has been divided by 2.5 so that their absolute values
match.
theory describes the polarisation of long polyelectrolyte540
rods better than the Mandel-Manning theory.541
It is interesting to compare our two relaxation meth-542
ods, based on rheo- and electro-optics, as applied to the 543
same system. The rheo-optical method was able to mea- 544
sure undiluted samples; flow was applied in order to align 545
the fibrils completely, which led to complications due to 546
their stretching. The main experimental limitation in that 547
case was the finite time taken for the flow to stop, forbid- 548
ding the measurement of the shorter relaxation times, and 549
therefore the short end of the distribution. The present 550
electro-optical method required diluted samples in order 551
to reduce the ionic conductivity; short pulses of an electric 552
field were applied to align the fibrils, which led to a com- 553
plication due to modelling the polarisability as a function 554
of length. The main experimental limitation was the finite 555
duration of the pulse, which leads to errors in the analysis 556
of shorter relaxation times. The rheo-optical method was 557
able to measure the long end of the length distribution, 558
and the electro-optical method has been able to measure 559
the short end. 560
Considering the short end of the length distribution 561
(according to Fixman’s theory), one striking observation 562
is made. The length distribution starts at or near zero 563
length concentration from L = 0.02µm and increases lin- 564
early, within the error bars. Other authors, working on the 565
β-lg system [22,51], and on other amyloid fibril systems 566
[52,53] have written about the possible or observed forma- 567
tion of other species of protein aggregates, intermediate in 568
size between fibrils and monomers. If such intermediates 569
were present and rod-like in shape, we would expect to 570
see a peak in Fig. 9, if they were present in the system in 571
appreciable quantities compared to the fibrils. However, 572
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there is no sign of any such peak in the measured range573
of the length distribution.574
6 Conclusion575
Using the technique of transient electric birefringence, we576
have investigated β-lactoglobulin fibrils, a highly polydis-577
perse rod-like system. Interpretation of the results accord-578
ing to Benoˆit’s model [36], and Fixman’s theory of polar-579
isability of polyelectrolyte rods [29], yields a measurement580
of the short end of the length distribution. This short end581
distribution complements results on the longer end of the582
distribution determined previously [19], but is too large by583
a factor of 2.5. This discrepancy can be explained if the584
polarisability according to Fixman has the right depen-585
dence on length, but is too small by a factor of approxi-586
mately 2.5. (The Mandel-Manning theory of polarisability587
[28] was found to give a length distribution inconsistent588
with previous results.)589
The short end of the β-lactoglobulin fibril length dis-590
tribution shows an approximately linear dependence of591
length concentration on length. No sign of large rod-like592
intermediates is apparent.593
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Appendices600
A Dynamics of anisotropic particles in a601
transient electric field602
The interpretation of transient electric birefringence of603
anisotropic particles in terms of orientation and relax-604
ation was developed by Benoˆıt [35,36] and O’Konski and605
Zimm [37], and has remained in constant use, yet essen-606
tially unchanged for the past 50 years. The orientational607
distribution f(θ, φ, L, t), of particles of length L, having a608








where kB is Boltzman’s constant, T is the absolute tem-610
perature, θ and φ are spherical polar coordinates set up611
so that the electric field E is in the direction θ = 0, and t612
is time. w is the potential energy of the particle:613
∇w = −(∆αE2cosθ − µE)eθ , (14)
where ∆α(L) and µ(L) are the anisotropy of polarisabil-614
ity and the permanent dipole moment of the particle re-615
spectively, and eθ is the unit vector in the θ direction.616
The problem is thus rotationally symmetric in φ, and 617
f(θ, φ, L, t) can be replaced with f ′(θ, L, t). 618
For light propagating perpendicular to the field, the 619






whereM is the optical anisotropy per unit length concen- 621
tration, and S(L) is the alignment parameter of the fibrils 622
with length L, defined as: 623




′(θ, L, t) sinθdθ (16)
where P2(θ) = (3cos
2θ − 1)/2. 624
Since relaxation times in our system were long, in or- 625
der to avoid heating and electrode effects we were forced 626
to apply electric field pulses for times much shorter than 627
would be required to reach a steady value of ∆n. The ini- 628









This gives a proportionality to E2 analogous to the Kerr 631
law, but applying to the initial rise rather than the steady 632
state at long times. Note that the initial rise of birefrin- 633
gence does not depend on µ, the permanent dipole mo- 634
ment. This can be explained simply: at the start of the 635
pulse, the fibril orientational distribution is isotropic. The 636
field puts a torque on all the fibrils due to their permanent 637
dipole moment, but for every fibril pointing in a direction 638
θ, there is another pointing in a direction θ + π which 639
receives an equal but opposite torque. Of the pair, one 640
is pushed towards alignment, and the other away from 641
alignment, and the net contribution to the birefringence 642
is zero. 643
To analyse the birefringence decays, we apply a short 644
pulse of duration ∆t, after which the electric field re- 645
turns to zero. It is not the purpose of this article to de- 646
termine µ, and therefore we can avoid complications in 647
the analysis due to an unknown µ by making our pulse as 648
short as possible. For all contributions to the birefringence 649
which diffuse slower than ∆t, this ensures that the bire- 650
fringence rise during the pulse is independent of µ and fol- 651
lows Eq. 17. For contributions which relax faster, i.e. those 652
of the shorter length fibrils, there will be an error due to 653
the unknown µ which can be quantified (Section 4.3). 654







which is a Laplace transformation of the length distribu- 656
tion, weighted by the alignment S(L,∆t) at the end of 657
the pulse, as a function of length. Using this equation, the 658
measured ∆n(t) can be inverted to find cL (Appendix B). 659
S(L,∆t) can be calculated from Eqs. 13–16. Benoˆıt ex- 660
panded f ′ in the first three Legendre polynomials, which 661
is a valid approximation when ∆αE2/kBT and µE/kBT 662












t) L1=0.023µm L2=0.044µm L3=0.082µm 
L8=1.9µm L7=1.0µm L6=0.54µm 
L5=0.29µm 
L4=0.15µm 
Fig. 10. Example calculations of S(L, t) with a Runge-Kutta
method for the sampled range of lengths, using ∆α according
to Fixman’s theory, and taking µ = 0.
are small. This is not generally true in our case, so we cal-663
culate S(L,∆t) numerically using a Runge-Kutta method.664
Fig. 10 shows example calculations of S(L, t) for the sam-665
pled range of lengths, using ∆α according to Fixman’s666
theory, and taking µ = 0. It can be seen that S increases667
linearly for large L, but quickly reaches a steady state for668
small L.669
B Inverse Laplace transform analysis670
The decay curve is transformed into a spectrum of relax-671
ation times with the following method, following Ch. 18.5672
in Ref. [54]. The method is equivalent to that used in the673
popular program CONTIN [55]. First a solution is made674
by first order linear regularisation, solving the following675

















which is a set of N equations in N unknowns, where Gj is677
the discrete contribution to the birefringence decay∆n(t),678
with a decay time of τj , Hkj =
∑
hBkhBhj , where Bhj is 679
the first difference matrix: 680
Bhj =
δh,j−1 − δh,j√








where j, k = 1, 2, 3...N and h = 1, 2, 3...(N − 1). Second 681
we apply the regularising condition that Gj ≥ 0 by using 682
the iterative equation: 683
G
(p+1)




















where we take the small adjustment parameter, 684








)ti + λHkj) . (23)
1000 iterations were enough to fit the curve within the 685
noise. 686
In order to estimate the fitting error due to noise, we 687
can adjust the result of Eq. 19 before applying Eq. 22 so 688
that we fit the curve starting from estimates biased in the 689
positive and negative directions of s. This was done by 690
adjusting Gj → Gj+n for n = −2, −1, +1, +2. Gj is 691
related to the continuous distribution g by: 692
Gj =Mg∆Lj , (24)
where ∆Lj is the sampling interval, corresponding to τj 693
via the diffusion relation (Eq. 4). 694
C Symbols List 695
Here we list the symbols appearing in this paper, exclud- 696
ing those appearing only in the appendices. In order of ap- 697
pearence: ∆n birefringence magnitude, t time, E electric 698
field, ∆t pulse duration, ∆α anisotropy of electric polar- 699
isability of a fibril, Dr rotational diffusivity of a fibril, cL 700
length concentration of fibrils, L fibril length, ν dilution, 701
M optical anisotropy of fibrils, Gj magnitude of discrete 702
exponential component of birefringence decay curve, τ de- 703
cay time, L∗ entanglement length, η solvent viscosity, d di- 704
ameter of fibril, g continuous interpolation of Gj , S align- 705
ment parameter, φ fraction of condensed counterions, z 706
valence of counterions, b mean spacing of charges on poly- 707
electrolyte rod, Q Bjerrum length, κ−1 Debye length, I 708
molar ionic strength, γ−1 screening length of Fixman the- 709
ory, K numerical factor in Fixman theory, z1, z2 valences 710
of counter- and co-ions, c1 concentration of counterions, µ 711
dipole moment of a fibril, µ′ dipole moment of a fibril per 712
unit length. 713
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